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Founded in 1602, the Bodleian Library is one of 
the oldest libraries in Britain and the largest uni- 
versity library in Europe. Since 1610, it has been 
entitled to receive a copy of every book published 
in the British Isles.

The Bodleian’s collections, built up through 
benefaction, purchase and legal deposit, are 
exceptionally diverse, spanning every corner of the 
globe and embracing almost every form of written 
work and the book arts. With over 12 million items 
and outstanding collections, the Bodleian draws 
readers from every continent and continues to 
inspire generations of researchers who flock to its 
reading rooms as well as the wider public who enjoy 
its exhibitions, displays, public lectures and other 
events. Increasingly, its unique collections 
are available to all digitally.

Bodleian Library Publishing produces beautiful 
and authoritative books which help to bring the 
riches of Oxford’s libraries to readers around the 
world. We publish approximately 25 new books a 
year on a wide range of subjects, including cata-
logues and other titles related to our exhibitions, 
facsimiles, illustrated and non-illustrated works, and 
children’s books and stationery. We have a current 
backlist of over 150 titles.

All of our profits are returned to the Bodleian and 
help support the Library’s work in curating, con-
serving and collecting its rich archives and helping 
to maintain the Bodleian’s position as one of the 
pre-eminent libraries in the world. 
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Designing English
Early Literature on the 
Page

Daniel Wakelin

Early manuscripts in the English language include religious works, 
plays, romances, poetry and songs, as well as charms, notebooks, 
science and medieval medicine. How did scribes choose to arrange 
the words and images on the page in each manuscript? How did 
they preserve, clarify and illustrate writing in English? What visual 
guides were given to early readers of English in how to understand 
or use their books?

Designing English is an overview of eight centuries of graphic design 
in manuscripts and inscriptions from the Anglo-Saxon to the early 
Tudor periods. Working beyond the traditions established for Latin, 
scribes of English needed to be more inventive, so that each book 
was an opportunity for redesigning. Designing English focuses on 
the craft, agency and intentions of scribes, painters and engravers 
in the practical processes of making pages and artefacts. It weighs 
up the balance of ingenuity and copying, practicality and imagi-
nation in their work. It surveys bilingual books, format, ordinatio, 
decoration and reading aloud, as well as inscriptions on objects, 
monuments and buildings.

With over ninety illustrations, drawn especially from the holdings 
of the Bodleian Library in Old English and Middle English, Designing 
English gives a comprehensive overview of English books and other 
material texts across the Middle Ages.

DANIEL WAKELIN is Jeremy Griffiths 
Professor of Medieval English 
Palaeography in the Faculty of English, 
University of Oxford.

224 pp, 259 x 237 mm 
92 colour illus 
9781851244751 
HB £30.00 
November 2017

EXHIBITION 
Bodleian Library, Oxford 
Designing English: Early Literature on 
the Page 
1 Dec 2017 – 29 Apr 2018
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Making Medieval 
Manuscripts
Christopher de Hamel

Many beautiful illuminated manuscripts survive from the Middle 
Ages and can be seen in libraries and museums throughout Europe. 
But who were the skilled craftsmen who made these exquisite 
books? What precisely is parchment?  How were medieval manu-
scripts designed and executed? What were the inks and pigments, 
and how were they applied? This book looks at the work of scribes, 
illuminators and book binders.

Based principally on examples in the Bodleian Library, this lavishly 
illustrated account tells the story of manuscript production from 
the early Middle Ages through to the high Renaissance. Each stage 
of production is described in detail, from the preparation of the 
parchment, pens, paints and inks to the writing of the scripts and 
the final decoration and illumination of the manuscript. This book 
also explains the role of the stationer or bookshop, often to be 
found near cathedral and market squares, in the commissioning of 
manuscripts, and it cites examples of specific scribes and illumina-
tors who can be identified through their work as professional lay 
artisans.

Christopher de Hamel’s engaging text is accompanied by a glossary 
of key technical terms relating to manuscripts and illumination, 
providing an invaluable introduction for anyone interested in study-
ing medieval manuscripts today.

CHRISTOPHER DE HAMEL, 
formerly of Sotheby’s, is a Fellow of 
Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. He 
is the author of Bibles (Bodleian, 2011), 
and his most recent book is Meetings 
with Remarkable Manuscripts 
(Allen Lane, 2016).

176 pp, 215 x 200 mm 
73 colour illus 
9781851244683 
PB with flaps £14.99 
November 2017

ALSO OF INTEREST

Bibles: An Illustrated History from 
Papyrus to Print
Christopher de Hamel
9781851242986
PB with flaps £10.99
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DANIEL WAKELIN is Jeremy Griffiths 
Professor of Medieval English 
Palaeography in the Faculty of English, 
University of Oxford.

112 pages, 170 x 110 mm 
9781851244768 
HB £9.99 
November 2017

Revolting 
Remedies from 
the Middle Ages
Edited by Daniel Wakelin and 
compiled by students of the 
University of Oxford

For a zitty face. 
Take urine eight days old and heat it over the fire; wash your face with 
it morning and night.

In late medieval England, ordinary people, apothecaries and phy-
sicians gathered up practical medical tips for everyday use. While 
some were sensible herbal cures, many were weird and wonderful. 
This book selects some of the most revolting or remarkable reme-
dies from medieval manuscripts in the Bodleian Library in Oxford.

There are embarrassing ailments and painful procedures, icky 
ingredients and bizarre beliefs. The would-be doctors seem oblivi-
ous to pain, and any animal, vegetable or mineral, let alone bodily 
fluid, can be ground up, smeared on or inserted for medical benefit. 
Similar ingredients are used in ‘recipes’ for how to make yourself 
invisible, how to make a woman love you, how to stop dogs from 
barking at you and how to make freckles disappear.

Written in the down-to-earth speech of the time, these remedies 
often blur the distinction between medicine and magic. They also 
give a humorous insight into the strange ideas, ingenuity and 
bravery of men and women in the Middle Ages, and a glimpse of the 
often gruesome history of medicine through time.

The remedies have been collected and transcribed from fifteenth- 
century manuscripts by students at the University of Oxford. 
Modern English translations, for easier reading, are given alongside 
the original Middle English.

The Book Lovers’ 
Miscellany
Claire Cock-Starkey

Ever wondered how ink is made? Or what is the 
bestselling book of all time?  Or which are the oldest 
known books in the world?

Highbrow to lowbrow, all aspects of the book are 
celebrated and explored in The Book Lovers’ Miscellany. 
From a list of unfinished novels, a short history of the 
comic, the story behind Mills and Boon and an entry on 
books printed with mistakes to a guide to the colours 
of Penguin paperback jackets and a list of the most 
influential academic books of all time.

Between these pages you will discover the history 
of paper, binding, printing and dust jackets; which 
books have faced bans; which are the longest 
established literary families; and which bestsellers 
were initially rejected. You can explore the output of 
the most prolific writers and marvel at the youth of 
the youngest published authors; learn which natural 
pigments were used to decorate a medieval bible; 
and what animal is needed for the making of vellum.

The ideal gift for every bibliophile, The Book Lovers’ 
Miscellany is full of fun facts, potted histories and 
curious lists, perfect for dipping into and sharing.

CLAIRE COCK-STARKEY is a writer and 
editor of non-fiction books, including 
Bodleianalia (2016) and Famous Last 
Words (2016).

136 pp, 170 x 110 mm
9781851244713
HB £9.99
September 2017
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Jane Austen: The 
Chawton Letters
Kathryn Sutherland

In their celebration of ‘little matters’ – the regular round of visiting, 
dining out, drinking tea, of reading and walking to the shops and 
sending to the post – Jane Austen’s letters and novels have many 
similarities. The thirteen letters collected by Jane Austen’s House 
Museum, in Chawton, Hampshire and reproduced in this book give 
us intimate glimpses into her life in Bath and Chawton, and on visits 
to London, many of their details finding echoes in her fiction.

Jane Austen: The Chawton Letters traces a lively story beginning in 
1801, when, aged twenty-five, Jane Austen left Steventon in Hamp-
shire to move to Bath. Later letters relish the shops, theatres and 
sights of London, but are interspersed from 1809 with the quieter 
routines of village life in Chawton, Hampshire, which was to be her 
home for the remainder of her short life. We learn here of her anx-
ieties for the reception of Pride and Prejudice, her care in planning 
Mansfield Park and the hilarious negotiations over the publication 
of Emma.  

These letters, each accompanied by reproductions from the original 
manuscripts in Jane Austen’s hand, testify to Jane’s deep emotional 
bond with her sister: the most moving letter of all is that written 
by Cassandra only days after Jane’s death in Winchester in July 
1817. Brought together in this little book, these artefacts make a 
delightful modern-day keepsake of correspondence from one of the 
world’s best-loved writers.

KATHRYN SUTHERLAND is Professor of 
Bibliography and Textual Criticism at 
the University of Oxford.

128 pp, 184 x 118 mm
15 colour illus
9781851244744
HB £14.99
September 2017

ALSO OF INTEREST, see p.24

Volume the First: A Facsimile
Jane Austen, Introduction Kathryn 
Sutherland
9781851242818   
HB £25.00
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We Are Not 
Amused
Victorian Views on 
Pronunciation as Told in 
the Pages of Punch

David Crystal

DAVID CRYSTAL is a writer, editor, 
lecturer, and broadcaster on language. 
His books include The Stories of English 
(2004), Wordsmiths and Warriors: The 
English-Language Tourist’s Guide to 
Britain (with Hilary Crystal, 2013), 
The Oxford Dictionary of Original 
Shakespearean Pronunciation (2016) 
and The Story of Be: A Verb’s-Eye View of 
the English Language (2017).

96 pp, 210 x 161 mm
54 b&w illus 
9781851244782
HB £15.00 
October 2017

Pronunciation governs our regional and social identity more 
powerfully than any other aspect of spoken language. No wonder, 
then, that it has attracted most attention from satirists. In this 
intriguing book, David Crystal shows how our feelings about 
pronunciation today have their origins in the way our Victorian 
predecessors thought about the subject, as revealed in the pages 
of the satirical magazine, Punch.

In the sixty years between its first issue in 1841 and the death of 
Queen Victoria in 1901, jokes about the fashions affecting English 
usage provide one of Punch’s most fruitful veins of humour, from the 
dropped aitches of the Cockney accent to the upper-class habit of 
dropping the final ‘g’ (huntin’ and fishin’). For We Are Not Amused, 
David Crystal has examined all the issues during the reign of Queen 
Victoria and brought together the cartoons and articles that poked 
fun at the subject of pronunciation, adding a commentary on the 
context of the times, explaining why people felt so strongly about 
accents, and identifying which accents were the main source of jokes. 
The collection brings to light a society where class distinction ruled, 
and where the way you pronounced a word was seen as a sometimes 
damning index of who you were and how you should be treated. It 
is a fascinating, provocative and highly entertaining insight into our 
on-going amusement at the subject of how we speak.

AN INCURABLE. 
Mamma. “ Algernon, you greAt silly goose, i Am AshAmed of you !  to get 

into such A stAte About thAt odious little miss griggs !  Why, she WAs 
dropping her h’s All over the room ! ”

 Algernon. “ WAs she ?  i only Wish i’d knoWn it; i’d hAve picked ’em up— 
And kept ’em ! ”
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What makes a perfect husband? In this tongue-in-cheek guide, 
illustrated by Heath Robinson’s inimitable cartoons and contrap-
tions, there are many charmingly old-fashioned tips for how to 
succeed in almost all aspects of married life. First published in 
1937, this delightful book gives an insight into how the roles of 
both wife and husband were viewed at the time and pokes gentle 
fun at them both.

The perfect husband presses his own trousers; he can tend the 
lawn and entertain the baby simultaneously by means of two 
simple attachments to the garden roller; he can peel onions behind 
his back, with the help of a mirror, and thus avoid tears; he can make 
a vacuum cleaner and he even has a device to help him climb the 
stairs silently after a late night out with the boys. When offered the 
choice of a glass of milk or a Manhattan, he will choose the former.

With chapters on courtship and proposal, the wedding, early 
married life, bringing up children, sports and hobbies, domestic 
difficulties and middle age, this book makes a highly amusing gift 
for those who are considering tying the knot or wish to celebrate 
wedded bliss.

W. HEATH ROBINSON (1872–1944) is 
best known for his hilarious drawings 
of outlandish contraptions, though his 
work ranged across a wide variety of 
topics covering many aspects of 
British life.

128 pp, 185 x 120 mm
120 b&w illus
9781851244904
HB £9.99
October 2017

Heath Robinson: 
How to be a 
Perfect Husband
W. Heath Robinson and 
K.R.G. Browne
See also p. 40
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This beautifully illustrated alphabet book is perfect for children 
starting at nursery for the first time. Bright, animated pictures 
designed around each letter show children happily playing: building 
with bricks, sifting sand, listening to stories, singing, dancing and 
riding on the rocking horse. The accompanying rhyming text is ideal 
for reading out loud. Gentle guidance is combined with a number 
of fun and imaginative words for each letter: g is for giggling, p is for 
please, s is for sharing, t is for tickling and y, of course, is for yippee.

BLOSSOM BUDNEY was the author of 
many books for children including Huff 
Puff Hickory Hill, A Cat Can Count and 
My Pony, Joker.

VLADIMIR BOBRI was an author, 
illustrator and artist, celebrated for his 
design work. From the 1940s he began 
to illustrate children’s books, a number 
of which have now become classics. 

32 pp, 247 x 200 mm 
Fully illus 
9781851244829 
HB £12.99 
October 2017 
Bodleian Children’s Books

N is for Nursery
Blossom Budney
Illustrated by Vladimir Bobri

A is for all of us – everyone,
playing, learning, having fun.

14    NEW / Children’s Books

In my nursery school, we have our teacher,
and the girls, and the boys, so
A is for all of us – everyone,
playing, learning, having fun.

Taking turns is another way.
T for together, the way that we play.
T for telling about what we do;
for toes, for ten, for tickling, too.

Our teacher never gets upset.
Whatever we do, she doesn’t fret.
She understands (it starts with U)
all the things we need to do.

ALSO OF INTEREST

Sleepy Book
Charlotte Zolotow, illustrated by Vladimir 
Bobri
9781851244577
HB £12.99
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Many things in the natural world are round – the moon, the sun, 
a nest, a bubble. And so are many delicious things to eat – a ball 
of ice cream, a doughnut, a pie. And so too are more decorative 
objects such as a crown, a clock or a bauble on a Christmas tree. 
Through gentle verse this charming book, first published in the 
1950s, explores a surprising range of items and sounds that come 
in round shapes. Striking and vibrant illustrations by Vladimir Bobri 
add humour and warmth to this joyful geometrical exploration for 
young children.

BLOSSOM BUDNEY was the author of 
many books for children including Huff 
Puff Hickory Hill, A Cat Can Count and 
My Pony, Joker.

VLADIMIR BOBRI was an author, 
illustrator and artist, celebrated for his 
design work. From the 1940s he began 
to illustrate children’s books, a number 
of which have now become classics.  

32 pp, 247 x 200 mm 
Fully illus 
9781851244812
HB £12.99 
October 2017 
Bodleian Children’s Books

What is Round?
Blossom Budney
Illustrated by Vladimir Bobri

ALSO OF INTEREST

What is Red?
Suzanne Gottlieb, illustrated by 
Vladimir Bobri
9781851244584
HB £12.99
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Ro
un

d is t
he shape of a doughnut’s hole.

Round is the shape of whatever can roll.

Taking turns is another way.
T for together, the way that we play.
T for telling about what we do;
for toes, for ten, for tickling, too.

A 
rin

g is r
ound

The World
 is 

ro
un

d



Since its foundation in 1602, the Bodleian Library has acquired 
manuscripts, printed books, maps, music and ephemera in all 
languages, from all ages and from all corners of the globe. From this 
huge collection David Vaisey, former Bodley’s Librarian and Keeper 
of the University Archives, has selected over one hundred treasures 
that have a story to tell.

Many of these treasures are well loved around the world and include 
Jane Austen’s manuscript for The Watsons, Shelley’s notebooks, a 
map of Narnia illustrated by C.S. Lewis and the original Wind in the 
Willows manuscript. Others are known for their beauty and historical 
value, such as the thirteenth-century Douce Apocalypse, the Magna 
Carta and the Gutenberg Bible. Many items hold poignant stories, 
like the little book hand-written by the eleven-year-old girl who 
would later become Queen Elizabeth I, given as a New Year present 
in 1545 to the third of her stepmothers, Katherine Parr.

Using a simple and accessible chronological structure, together 
with detailed illustrations, this bibliophile’s delight, now available in 
a stunning hardback edition, showcases the beauty and knowledge 
contained within the Bodleian Library’s renowned collections.

NEW IN HARDBACK

Bodleian Library 
Treasures
David Vaisey

DAVID VAISEY CBE was Bodley’s Librarian 
from 1986 to 1996 and formerly Keeper 
of Western Manuscripts and Keeper of 
the University Archives. He is an Emeritus 
Fellow of Exeter College and an Honorary 
Fellow of Kellogg College, Oxford.

240 pp, 270 x 270 mm 
180 colour illus
9781851244775 
HB £35.00 
September 2017

ALSO OF INTEREST

Bodleian Library Treasures
David Vaisey
9781851244089
PB with flaps £20.00
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The Ormesby Psalter is perhaps the most magnificent yet enigmatic 
of the great Gothic psalters produced in East Anglia in the first half 
of the fourteenth century. Its pages boast a wealth of decoration 
picked out in rich colours and burnished gold, and its margins are 
inhabited by a vibrant crew of beasts, birds and insects. Fantastic 
imagery proliferates: musicians, mermaids, lovers and warriors are 
juxtaposed with scenes from everyday life, from chivalric legend, 
and from folk-tales, fables and riddles.

The psalter takes its name from Robert of Ormesby, subprior at 
Norwich Cathedral Priory in the 1330s. He was not the first owner, 
however, and it has long been acknowledged that the writing, 
decoration and binding of the book took place in a series of distinct 
phases from the late thirteenth to the mid-fourteenth century. The 
final result was the work of four or five scribes and up to seven illu-
minators, and its pages show a panorama of stylistic development. 
Unravelling its complexities has sometimes been thought to hold 
the key to understanding the ‘East Anglian School’, a group of large, 
luxury manuscripts connected with Norwich Cathedral and Norfolk 
churches and patrons.

This book casts an entirely new light on its history, not only clarify-
ing and dating the successive phases of production, but associating 
the main work on the manuscript with the patronage of John de 
Warenne, Earl of Surrey, one of the greatest magnates of the time.

It is extensively illustrated with full-page colour reproductions of the 
manuscript’s main decorated folios, as well as many smaller initials 
and numerous comparative illustrations.

FREDERICA C.E. LAW-TURNER is a 
specialist in illuminated manuscripts 
and J. Clawson Mills Fellow at the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

176 pp, 276 x 192 mm 
71 colour illus 
9781851243105 
PB with flaps £30.00 
July 2017

The Ormesby 
Psalter
Patrons and Artists in 
Medieval East Anglia

Frederica C.E. Law-Turner

12  t h e  or m e s by  p s a lt e r

have been reproduced countless times on everything from 
postcards to key rings. 

Psalters attracted such lavish illumination because of their 
unequalled importance in medieval worship. The Old Testament 
Book of Psalms was the prayer book of the Christian Church 
from the time of St Augustine, and the liturgy of the Middle 
Ages consisted largely of the public singing of the psalms. A 
monk would recite all 150 psalms each week throughout the 
year, and psalters were kept at altars in cathedrals and churches, 
and owned and cherished by individual monks and clergy. 
Before the rise of the Book of Hours, the psalter was also the 
primary text for lay devotion, and very large and lavish psalters 
were commissioned by wealthy aristocrats as well as ecclesias-
tics. Though undoubtedly objects of conspicuous consumption, 
these were more than just glamorous coffee-table books, and 
were probably intended for use in private or chantry chapels and 
perhaps for private devotional reading. 

The puzzle
Not only an object of great beauty in itself, the Ormesby Psalter 
is of immense art-historical importance. Like many medieval 
manuscripts, it contains painting in more than one style and was 
clearly executed by a number of different artists. Scholars agree 
that it was written and illuminated in a series of campaigns or 
distinct phases involving successive patrons and groups of artists, 
from the late thirteenth to the middle of the fourteenth century, 
so that its pages show a ‘panorama of stylistic development’ over 
almost three-quarters of a century.10 Art historians have argued 
for over a century as to the precise dating and composition of 
these campaigns and the nature, relationships and location of the 
workshop/s responsible. 

Artistic collaboration in manuscripts could take different 
forms. Sometimes the involvement of a number of illuminators 
was planned from the start, and work was parcelled out by 
distributing the unbound quires – folded groups of parchment 
leaves – to different workshops so that they could be worked 
on simultaneously. In others, it was a matter of necessity rather 
than choice, as work was interrupted for various reasons, or a 
book was abandoned incomplete if a patron lost interest, or died. 

3 Beatus initial with Jesse Tree, 
Psalm 1, from the Gorleston 
Psalter, c. 1310–20. London, British 
Library Additional MS. 49622, fol. 8r. 

64  t h e  or m e s by  p s a lt e r c h a p t e r  h e a d  65

3
Psalm 26, Dominus illuminatio mea et salus mea
fol. 38r

The Anointing of David was one of the conventional English 
subjects for this psalm. The episode is described in the first Book 
of Kings, which tells how the Lord sent the prophet Samuel to 
Bethlehem to anoint a new king from among the sons of Jesse. 
All Jesse’s sons were rejected in turn until eventually the young-
est, who was busy minding the sheep, was sent for and anointed 
with oil by the prophet. In the Ormesby initial, Samuel, dressed 
in a pale blue cloak, inverts a horn over the head of the kneeling 
David. Above, God descends from Heaven, carrying a blue 
shield emblazoned with a gold cross, illustrating his defence 
of the psalmist described in the first verse of the psalm, ‘The 
Lord is my light and protection, of whom shall I be afraid?’ To 
the right five mailed knights peer out from a walled city with 
a tower, battlements and a portcullis, in response to the third 
verse, ‘If armies in camp should stand together against me, my 
heart will not fear.’

Watching from the upright of the initial is a knight in 
armour leaning on a long spear. This figure has sometimes been 
interpreted as the giant Goliath, whom David defeated shortly 
after his Anointing. However, his position, removed from the 
action of the initial, the rich materials used for his dress and 
the care taken to show the latest technological advances in his 
armour (he wears hinged greaves on his legs and his bascinet has 
a moveable visor) suggest a contemporary rather than a biblical 
figure. He originally bore the Foliot arms on his shield and 
tunic, and the words of the psalm should perhaps be understood 
as referring directly to him. The status of baronial families like 
the Foliots was intimately bound up with their right and duty 
to bear arms, and this psalm, with its cry of encouragement to 
the beleaguered warrior, must have had resonance for them. The 
elder Richard Foliot died campaigning in Scotland, probably 

The majestic Ormesby Psalter is a 
triumph of medieval English manuscript 
illumination. Frederica Law-Turner 
clearly and elegantly explains the 
book’s often enigmatic imagery.

Roger S. Wieck, The Morgan Library & 
Museum

The Bodleian Library is one of the few libraries outside Germany 
with a substantial number of medieval manuscripts from the 
German-speaking lands. These manuscripts, most of which were 
acquired by Archbishop Laud in the 1630s, during the Thirty Years’ 
War, mainly consist of major groups of codices from ecclesiastical 
houses in the Rhine-Main area, that is Würzburg, Mainz, and Eber-
bach. Their potential contribution to the religious and intellectual 
history of these foundations and to the study of German medieval 
culture as a whole is immeasurable.

This book contains descriptions of over one hundred medieval, 
manuscripts, mostly Latin, from the Charterhouse St Michael at 
Mainz, founded in the early 1320s. Dating from the tenth to the 
fifteenth centuries, they reflect the spirituality and literary interest 
of the Carthusian order.

This is the first major publication on the Mainz Charterhouse man-
uscript collection. Published in two volumes, it provides author-
itative and superbly detailed descriptions, including information 
about the physical characteristics, decoration, binding, and prove-
nance of the manuscripts. Each manuscript is illustrated.

Medieval 
Manuscripts 
from the Mainz 
Charterhouse 
in the Bodleian 
Library
A Descriptive Catalogue

Daniela Mairhofer

DANIELA MAIRHOFER is Assistant 
Professor in the Department of 
Classics at Princeton University.

2 vols 864 pp each, 234 x 156 mm
185 b&w illus
9781851244546
HB (2 vols) £395
November 2017

ALSO OF INTEREST

Medieval Manuscripts from 
Würzburg in the Bodleian 
Library: A Descriptive 
Catalogue
Daniela Mairhofer
9781851244195 
HB £200
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Jane Austen: 
Illustrated 
Quotations

Much loved for the romantic plot lines of her novels and witty obser-
vations on relationships, Jane Austen was also a prolific letter writer 
and penned many acerbic, ironic and poignant commentaries on 
a range of subjects. To her sister Cassandra she wrote with candid 
humour about the effects of the Peninsular War, on her dislike of 
parties and social obligations, and about her impressions of Lon-
don. Her characters speak often, sometimes with bitter sarcasm, of 
women’s inequality, ageing and the disappointments of marriage.

Drawing together fifty quotations from Jane Austen’s letters and 
novels with vibrant illustrations which illuminate everyday aspects 
of life in the Georgian era, this beautifully produced volume is the 
perfect gift for Janeites everywhere.

112 pp, 190 x 170 mm 
50 colour illus 
9781851244645 
PB with flaps £9.99 
June 2017

‘Here I am once more in this 
scene of dissipation and vice, 
and I begin to find already my 
morals corrupted.’

‘How little of permanent 
happiness could belong  
to a couple who were only 
brought together because 
their passions were 
stronger than their virtue.’
Pride and Prejudice

Harmony before Matrimony by James Gillray, 1805. 

Jane_Austen_layout.indd   36-37 11/01/2017   15:06
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Jane Austen: 
Writer in the 
World
Edited by Kathryn Sutherland

This collection of essays offers an intimate history of Austen’s art 
and life told through objects associated with her personally and 
with the era in which she lived. Her teenage notebooks, music 
albums, pelisse-coat, letters, the homemade booklets in which she 
composed her novels and the portraits made of her during her life 
all feature in this lavishly illustrated collection.

By interpreting the outrageous literary jokes in her early notebooks 
we can glimpse the shared reading activities of Jane and her family, 
together with the love of satire and home entertainment which can 
be traced in the subtler humour of her mature work. It is well known 
that Austen played the piano but her music books reveal how music 
was used to create networks far more intricate than the simple 
pleasures of home recital. Examination of Austen’s pelisse-coat tells 
us something about her physique and, with the lively letters to her 
sister Cassandra, gives an insight into her views on fashion.

The exploration of yet more objects – the Regency novel, news- 
paper articles, naval logbooks and contemporary political cartoons 
– reveals Austen’s filiations with wider social and political worlds. 
These ‘things’ map the threads connecting her (from India to Bath 
and from North America to Chawton) to those on the international 
stage during the wars with France that raged through much of her 
short life. Finally, this book charts her reputation over the two 
hundred years since her death, offering fresh interpretations of 
Jane Austen’s changing place in the world.

KATHRYN SUTHERLAND is Professor of 
Bibliography and Textual Criticism at 
the University of Oxford.
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A Life in Portraits 
Susan Owens 

‘What an exquisite possession a good picture of her would be! I would give 
any money for it.’ 
Emma, ch. 6)

Imagining the missed opportunities for a professional portrait of Jane Austen is a 
sobering pastime. While the existence of only a single likeness of Shakespeare with a 
good claim to having been painted from life is regrettable, that the same can be said 
of Austen is staggeringly unfortunate.1 By the early nineteenth century, British art was 
enjoying an unprecedentedly high status, and a generation of brilliantly talented artists 
was energetically reinvigorating portraiture. Drawings were particularly popular, 
offering a wide variety of more intimate, informal likenesses at a significantly lower cost 
than oil paintings.

So, to give the imagination free rein, who could have portrayed Jane Austen? One 
candidate was the highly successful portrait miniaturist and draughtsman Richard 
Cosway, who would surely have responded to her ‘full round cheeks’, her ‘well formed, 
bright hazel eyes’ and her ‘brown hair forming natural curls close round her face’.2 
Another was Thomas Lawrence, although it is difficult to imagine his dazzling brand 
of Regency glamour greatly appealing to Austen herself. The fashionable portrait 
draughtsman John Downman would have revelled, albeit in a more restrained way, in 
Austen’s taste for ‘pretty caps’, and his technique of rubbing red chalk onto the back of 
the thin paper sheet to give a subtle rosy flush to cheeks would have flattered the ‘rich 
colour’ of her ‘clear’ complexion.3 But perhaps Henry Edridge would have been the best 
match of all. One of his meticulous full-length portrait drawings, executed in pencil 
with grey wash and judicious touches of colour, would have complemented Austen’s tall, 
slender figure, its calmly dignified mood suiting her natural reserve.4

The lack of an ‘official’ portrait of Austen is especially ironic, as the second half of 
the eighteenth century had seen a huge growth of interest in portraiture. By the late 
Georgian and Regency period, in what Samuel Taylor Coleridge disparagingly called 
‘this AGE OF PERSONALITY’, portraits of eminent men (and, occasionally, women) 
helped to create and to commemorate contemporary heroes to an unprecedented 

Figure 8.1  Cassandra 
Austen (1773–1845), Portrait of 
Jane Austen, c.1810. Graphite 
and watercolour. © National 
Portrait Gallery, London.
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registers – ‘I shall trouble Mr Stanly for a Little of the fried Cow heel & Onion’ (‘The 
Visit’) – and gratuitous intrusions of epic diction: one hero is ‘of so dazzling a Beauty 
that none but Eagles could look him in the Face’ (‘Jack & Alice’). Again and again it is 
as though, to misquote Northanger Abbey, Austen is aiming for the worst-chosen language. 

Similar incongruities are at work on the level of representation, typically with no 
explanation. In gleeful violation of formal realism, indeed even rudimentary standards 
of literary competence, there is absurd hyperbole – ‘Emma … continued in tears the 
remainder of her Life’ (‘Edgar & Emma’); ironic understatement – ‘Our neighbourhood 
was small, for it consisted only of your Mother’ (‘Love and Freindship’); self-
contradiction – ‘his name was Lindsay … I shall conceal it under that of Talbot’ (‘Love 
and Freindship’); tautology – ‘Tho’ Benevolent & Candid, she was Generous & sincere’ 
(‘Jack & Alice’); bathos – ‘A Grove of full-grown Elms sheltered us from the East—. A 
Bed of full-grown Nettles from the West—’ (‘Love and Freindship’); sheer gratuitous 
nonsense – ‘he regularly sent home a large Newfoundland Dog every Month to his 
family’ (‘The Generous Curate’). Two lovers are unable to marry ‘on account of the 
tender years of the young couple, Rebecca being but 36 & Captain Roger little more 

than 63’; a few pages later, ‘That plea can be no more, seven days being now expired’ 
(‘Frederic & Elfrida’). A frequent device is one Laurence Sterne called ‘the Cervantic 
humour ... of describing silly and trifling events with the circumstantial pomp of great 
ones’,26 and elaborate narrative attention is forever being bestowed on the wrong 
thing: a suspenseful elopement tale is interrupted by a long debate about the pros 
and cons of red-cheeked complexions (‘Jack & Alice’); paragraphs are devoted to the 
exchanges of a family deciding whether or not to open a door (‘Love and Freindship’). 
Without registering the slightest surprise, ‘Henry & Eliza’ (its title a joking allusion 
to Jane Austen’s brother, Henry, and their cousin Eliza de Feuillide) 27 merges wildly 
incompatible narrative settings, presided over by ‘the Dutchess of F.’, who fluctuates 
between alternative roles as enlightened modern aristocrat and medieval warlord: in 
the first she attends assemblies and arranges advantageous matches; in the second she 
builds dungeons and plans tortures for her enemies, and ‘sent out after them 300 armed 
Men, with orders not to return without their Bodies, dead or alive’. This may have 
been a joke about the first tentative historical novels of the late eighteenth century, still 
incongruously couched in a modern rhetoric of sensibility, before the genre hit its stride 

Figure 1.8  Medallion 
portraits of Henry IV and 
Henry V by Cassandra Austen 
in Jane Austen, ‘Volume the 
Second’, London, British 
Library, Add. MS. 59874, fol. 
154. © British Library Board.

Figure 1.9   Medallion 
portrait of Edward IV by 
Cassandra Austen in Jane 
Austen, ‘Volume the Second’, 
London, British Library, Add. 
MS. 59874, fol. 158. © British 
Library Board.

‘You express so little anxiety 
about my being murdered  
under Ash Park Copse by  
Mrs. Hulbert’s servant,  
that I have a great mind 

 not to tell you whether  
I was or not.’
Letter to Cassandra, 8 January 1799.

Illustration from The Mysteries of Udolpho 
by Ann Radcliffe, London, 1803. 
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Revolution!
Sayings of Vladimir Lenin
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‘The oppressed are allowed once 
every few years to decide which 
particular representatives of the 
oppressing class shall represent 
and repress them in parliament!’

‘Without a revolutionary theory there can be no revolutionary 
movement.’  Vladimir Ilyich Lenin, leader of the Bolshevik Revolu-
tion and founder of the USSR, was profoundly aware of the power of 
words. As a zealous orator and prolific writer, he used his words to 
launch a soaring critique of imperialist society and to theorize the 
development of the world’s first socialist state. Much of his writing 
was translated into English in order to further the Socialist cause.

This book is a compilation of some of Lenin’s most famous sayings, 
taken from speeches, tracts, letters and recorded conversations. 
They expose his views on topics ranging from democracy to terror-
ism, from religion to Stalin’s untrustworthiness and from education 
to music. Accompanied by a range of arresting images, including 
contemporary propaganda posters, photographs, portraits, illustra-
tions and Soviet art, these aphoristic proclamations offer an insight 
into the atmosphere of pre- and post-Revolutionary Russia and 
the mind of one of the twentieth century’s most defining 
political figures. 

‘We would be deceiving both 
ourselves and the people if  
we concealed from the masses 
the necessity of a desperate, 
bloody war of extermination, 
as the immediate task of the 
coming revolutionary action.’

The Bolshevik by Boris Kustodiev, 1920.  

‘The bourgeoisie 
incites the workers  
of one nation against 
those of another in 
the endeavour to  
keep them disunited.’

Friendship of the nations, reproduction of 
a painting by Stepan Karpov (1890-1930).
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A plain, blank stationer’s notebook from the 1780s in the Bodleian 
Library contains some of the most famous juvenilia in all of English 
literature. Copied out in Jane Austen’s youthful hand, Volume the 
First, which takes its name from the inscription on the cover, pre-
serves the stories, playlets, verses, and moral fragments she wrote 
during her teenage years.

For the first time, the entire manuscript of Volume the First is avail-
able in a printed facsimile. In it, we see the young author’s delight in 
language, in expressing ideas and sentiments sharply and economi-
cally.  We also see Jane Austen learning the craft of genre by closely 
observing and parodying the popular stories of her day. Kathryn 
Sutherland’s introduction places Jane’s Austen’s earliest works in 
context and explains how she mimicked even the style and manner 
in which these stories were presented and arranged on the page.

Clearly the work of a teenager, Volume the First reveals the devel-
opment of the unmistakable voice and style that would mark out 
Jane Austen as one of the most popular authors of all time. None of 
her six famous novels survives in manuscript form. This is a unique 
opportunity to own a likeness of Jane Austen’s hand in the form of a 
complete manuscript facsimile.

KATHRYN SUTHERLAND is Professor of 
Bibliography and Textual Criticism at 
the University of Oxford.
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Volume the First
A Facsimile

Jane Austen
Introduction by Kathryn 
Sutherland
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This is exquisite … Who could resist? 
Jane Austen’s Regency World
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Petrograd, 1917
Witnesses to the Russian 
Revolution

John Pinfold

‘It’s damned hard lines asking for bread and only getting a bullet!’ 
The dramatic and chaotic events surrounding the Russian Revolu-
tion have been written about extensively for the last hundred years, 
by historians and journalists alike. However, some of the most 
compelling and valuable accounts are those recorded by eyewit-
nesses, many of whom were foreign nationals caught in Petrograd 
at the time.

Drawing from the Bodleian Library’s rich collections, this book 
features extracts from letters, journals, diaries and memoirs writ-
ten by a diverse cast of onlookers. Primarily British, the authors 
include Sydney Gibbes, English tutor to the royal children, Bertie 
Stopford, an antiques dealer who smuggled the Vladimir tiara and 
other Romanov jewels into the UK, and the private secretary to 
Lord Milner in the British War Cabinet. Contrasting with these are a 
memoir by Stinton Jones, an engineer who found himself sharing a 
train compartment with Rasputin, a newspaper report by governess 
Janet Jeffrey who survived a violent confrontation with the Red 
Army,  and letters home from Labour politician, Arthur Henderson.

Accompanied by seventy contemporary illustrations, these first-
hand accounts are put into context with introductory notes, giving 
a fascinating insight into the tumultuous year of 1917.

JOHN PINFOLD was Rhodes House 
Librarian from 1993 to 2008. He is the 
author of Postcards from the Russian 
Revolution, Postcards of Lost Royals 
and Postcards from Utopia (Bodleian 
Library Publishing). His most recent 
book is Aintree – The History of the 
Racecourse (2016).
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32 pp plates & 44 b&w illus 
9781851244607 
HB £25.00 
March 2017
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Protest at the Putilov Factory, the ‘cathedral of the Communist faith’, on 2 March 
1917 

killed. The Empress again wrote to the Tsar, with more than a slight 
sense of complacency, that ‘the city’s strikes and riots are more than 
provoking … it’s a movement of hooligans, boys and girls running 
around shouting about no bread – just to stir up excitement – as are 
the workers preventing others from working. If the days were very 
cold, they would probably all be sitting at home, but all this will 
pass & calm down…’43

The following day troops were ordered to fire on the protesters, and 
for the first time some of them, belonging to the Pavlovsky Guards, 
mutinied. Cocooned at Tsarskoe Selo, and deeply concerned by the 
illness of her children, who had all contracted measles, Alexandra 
still seemed unaware of the true seriousness of the situation:

Much talk about the riots in town … The whole problem is this 
bawling public, those well-dressed people, wounded soldiers, & so 
on, girl students & the like, inciting the others. Lili44 talks to drivers 

58

‘An old world made young’ 

the february revolution

The visit of the Allied missions served to distract attention for a time 
from the deteriorating position on the home front, but, once they had 
left, as Meriel Buchanan noted, ‘the cloud gathered again more darkly 
than ever’ as the bread shortage reached a ‘critical point’. Despite fears 
of rioting, plans for the Duma to meet at the end of February went 
ahead, Protopopov38 assuring the Tsar that measures had been taken 
to prevent any uprising on the part of the people. One precaution 
the authorities took was to secretly place machine guns on the roofs 
of many of the larger buildings in the city, including churches. If 
anyone noticed these, it was to be said that they were to repel German 
air raids, and the police were given orders to fire on the people and 
clear the streets of any protesting crowds that assembled.39

The first protests occurred on 7 March (22 February OS) when 
workers at the Putilov Factory went out on strike; and on the 
same day the Tsar left Tsarskoe Selo for the army headquarters at 
Mogilev, a move subsequently explained by Prime Minister Golitsyn40 
as determined by Nicholas’s desire to ‘avoid more reports, meetings, 
conversations’.41 Already he was demonstrating a weariness and a 
desire to evade taking responsibility.

The following day the strikers were joined by more crowds, 
including many women, protesting at the food shortages. A bread 
shop was looted and the first Cossack patrols were seen on the Nevsky 
Prospekt. So far, however, there had been few signs of violence, and 
the goodwill shown between the crowds (by 9 March comprising 
as many as 200,000 people) and the Cossacks was something noted 
by almost every observer.

The Empress wrote to the Tsar that she had learned ‘unofficially’ 
that ‘There were riots yesterday on Vasilievsky Island and Nevsky 
Prospect because some poor people stoned a bakery, tearing Filippov’s 
bakery to pieces & the Cossacks were called in.’42

On 10 March (25 February OS) things became more serious 
as the police opened fire on the crowds and several people were 

9 Letter from Arthur Marshall to his wife, 4 August 1914, written while he 
was staying at the Astoria Hotel 

7 The Nevsky Prospekt in July 1917

8 The Astoria Hotel 
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The Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 was one of the most important 
events of the 20th century. It has been studied from many 
angles, but never before from the visual perspective of postcards, 
a surprising number of which were published around the event, 
many in Russia but others from France, England, the USA and 
other countries.

This book brings together a collection of these postcards chron-
icling the events leading up to the Russian Revolution, from the first 
revolution of 1905 in which the Grand Duke Serge Alexandrovich 
was murdered, to the Menshevik Revolution of 1917 and the first 
public events commemorating the newly founded Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics.

It captures the essence of empire in its dying days, the fading splen-
dour of monarchy, the social unrest and the mood of revolution 
which swept through the country. It also looks at the after-effects of 
revolution, including the great famine of 1921.

There are satirical sketches of Russia’s rulers, royalist and revolu-
tionary propaganda, portraits of the royal family and pictures of 
ordinary people who took to the streets. There are also rare images 

of the leaders of the revolution.

This is a unique visual record and provides a fascinating insight into 
one of the defining events of the twentieth century.

ANDREW ROBERTS is a British historian 
and journalist. He is a Visiting Professor 
at the Department of War Studies, 
King’s College London and a Lehrman 
Institute Distinguished Lecturer at the 
New York Historical Society. He is the 
author of Napoleon the Great (2014).
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colour illus 
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Postcards from 
the Russian 
Revolution
Introduction by Andrew 
Roberts
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This view of troops preparing to defend a train is a 
reminder of the important role played by the railways 
during the Russian Revolution and especially during the 
Civil War that followed during 1918–20. Control of the 
railways enabled both the towns and cities to be supplied 
with food, and troops to be moved quickly from front to 
front. Both the Reds and the Whites made extensive use 
of armoured trains, of which the most famous was that 
used by Trotsky.
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This view of troops preparing to defend a train is a 
reminder of the important role played by the railways 
during the Russian Revolution and especially during the 
Civil War that followed during 1918–20. Control of the 
railways enabled both the towns and cities to be supplied 
with food, and troops to be moved quickly from front to 
front. Both the Reds and the Whites made extensive use 
of armoured trains, of which the most famous was that 
used by Trotsky.
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This is invaluable eye-witness 
history at its very best.

Andrew Roberts, author of Napoleon 
the Great
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London
Prints & Drawings before 
1800

Bernard Nurse

By the end of the eighteenth century London was the second largest 
city in the world, its relentless growth fuelled by Britain’s expanding 
empire. Before the age of photography, the most widely used means 
of creating a visual record of the changing capital was through 
engravings and drawings, and those that survive today are invaluable 
in showing us what the capital was like in the century leading up to 
the Industrial Revolution.

This book contains over one hundred images of the Greater London 
area before 1800 from maps, drawings, manuscripts, printed books 
and engravings, all from the Gough Collection at the Bodleian 
Library. Examples are drawn from the present Greater London to 
contrast town and countryside at the time. Panoramas of the river 
Thames were popular illustrations of the day, and the extraordinar-
ily detailed engravings made by the Buck brothers are reproduced 
here. The construction, and destruction, of landmark bridges across 
the river are also shown in contemporary engravings.

Prints made of London before and after the Great Fire show how 
artists and engravers responded to contemporary events such as 
executions, riots, fires and even the effects of a tornado. They also 
recorded public spectacles, creating beautiful images of firework 
displays and frost fairs on the river Thames.

This book presents rare material from the most extensive collection 
on British topography assembled in this period by a private collec-
tor, providing a fascinating insight into life in Georgian London.

104 105

Abbot Islip (1464–1532)
John Islip was Abbot of Westminster from 1500 until 
his death in 1532 and proved to be an energetic and 
important figure in the history of the abbey. Under his 
rule, Henry VII’s Lady Chapel was built, the nave was 
completed and the west towers finished as far as the 
level of the nave roof. His death occurred at a crucial 
time for the Church in England: on the day before his 
funeral, the clergy acknowledged Henry VIII’s headship 
of the Church. Islip’s funeral was made the occasion 
for two days of great ceremony, attended by heralds, 
nobility and clergy, the last such event before the 
monasteries were abolished.

Records of the funeral made at the time provide the 
earliest views of the interior of the abbey and are among 
the finest examples of art from the reign of Henry VIII. 
Attributed to the court painter Gerard Horenbout (died 
1540/1), two versions of the mortuary roll are known. 
The abbey possesses an unfinished pen-and-ink drawing 
in five parts on a parchment roll. A coloured version, 
also on a roll, survived at least until the middle of the 
eighteenth century in the possession of the herald John 
Anstis. He framed three of the scenes, which were by 
then in a very poor state, and exhibited them to the 
Society of Antiquaries in 1743 through the Society’s 
engraver George Vertue. Two of the parts, a deathbed 
scene and one showing the coronation of Henry VIII, 
were therefore missing.

Fortunately, Vertue made watercolour copies of the 
three, which eventually passed into the hands of Richard 
Gough; and these are now the only surviving images 
of the original colour illuminations. The first (fig. 52) 
shows the abbot, as if alive, surrounded by emblems 
of the Virtues and holding two ‘slips’ or branches in a 
rebus or pun on his name, a motif repeated in a carving 
in the chapel. The second (fig. 53) depicts the abbot’s 
coffin under a magnificent catafalque in front of the 

53. Hearse of Abbot Islip in front of the High Altar, copied from the Islip roll  
by George Vertue, watercolour, c.1743

High Altar, surrounded by priests and mourners. More 
figures are shown here than in the pen-and-ink drawing. 
The third (fig. 54) provides a detailed view of the Jesus 
chapel in the north ambulatory, which he had built for 
himself in the 1520s, and known after his death as the 
Islip Chapel. Very little survives of the wall paintings 
and the abbot’s monument; the saints’ figures on the 
upper chapel have all been lost. not in the abbey’s 
drawing but in the lower section of Vertue’s copy is the 
name and motto of John Fulwell, the abbey’s treasurer 
and Islip’s chaplain, who commissioned the roll.

Hope 1906; Goodall 2011; Gough 1780, vol. 1, p. 765; Matthew Payne, 
personal communication, 2015

Monuments in Westminster Abbey
The abbey was the burial place of many medieval 
English kings. Edward the Confessor, the last Anglo-
Saxon king, was responsible for building the Palace 
of Westminster and the new abbey nearby. He was 
canonized in the twelfth century and was regarded 
as the patron saint of England before the cult of St 
George gained ascendancy. Venerated by Henry III, 
in 1269 the body of Edward the Confessor was placed 
in a shrine in the chapel that bears his name, and his 
coffin still lies within. The location of the original tomb 
underneath the shrine was found in 2005.The base 
was formerly enriched with marble and glass mosaics, 
but most of this work has been replaced with painted 
plaster; niches provide places for pilgrims to pray. Above 
was a magnificent gold reliquary destroyed after the 
Reformation. The engraving of the shrine by George 
Vertue after a drawing by John Talman, director of the 
Society of Antiquaries, was published by the Society in 
1724 in Vetusta Monumenta (plate 16).It has been hand-
coloured on Gough’s copy (fig. 56).

54. Abbot Islip’s chantry chapel, copied from the Islip Roll  
by George Vertue, watercolour, c.1743 

46. West front of St Paul’s Covent Garden, engraved by Edward Rooker after Paul Sandby, 1766 47. Covent Garden Piazza, engraved by Edward Rooker after Thomas Sandby, 1768
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Oxford Botanic Garden is the oldest surviving botanic garden 
in Britain and has occupied its site in central Oxford since 1621. 
Conceived as a place to grow medicinal plants, born in the turmoil 
of civil war and nurtured during the restoration of the monarchy, 
the garden has, unsurprisingly, a curious past.

By tracing the work and priorities of each of the garden’s 
keepers, this book explores its importance as one of the world’s 
oldest scientific plant collections. It tells the story of the planting 
of the garden by its first keeper, Jacob Bobart, and his son, together 
with how they changed the garden to suit their own needs. The 
story develops during the eighteenth century as the garden grew 
exotic plants under glass and acquired a fine succulent collection 
but then experienced a downturn under the stewardship of the 
eccentric Professor Humphrey Sibthorp (famous for giving just one 
lecture in thirty-seven years). Finally, the narrative throws light on 
the partnership of gardener William Baxter and academic Charles 
Daubeny in the early nineteenth century, which gave the garden 
its glasshouses and ponds and contributed to its survival to the 
present day.

This generously illustrated book is the first history of the garden 
and arboretum for more than a century and provides an essential 
introduction to one of Oxford’s much-loved haunts.

STEPHEN A. HARRIS is Druce Curator of 
Oxford University Herbaria.
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Oxford Botanic 
Garden & 
Arboretum
A Brief History

Stephen A. Harris
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At His Command the Plat was chose,
And Eden from the Chaos rose:
Confusion in a Moment fled,

And Roses blush'd where Thistles bred.

Evans, Vertumnus (1713)

In 1642, approximately two decades after the foundation stone was laid, Jacob 
Bobart the Elder (c.1599–1680) was made the Garden's first superintendent. 

As Bobart took up his post, English politics was changing dramatically; 
Parliamentarians were routing Royalists from power in the English Civil War and 
the King fled to Oxford47. Despite the inconvenience, the University continued its 
business very much as usual, just as it would once the monarchy was restored48. 

In mid-seventeenth-century England, cultivation of a garden was considered 
by some as part of a righteous life, whilst market gardens were needed to feed 
Oxford's population49. Furthermore, men who would later form the Royal 
Society started questioning preconceived ideas about the natural world. Bobart 
found himself among a community of city and college gardeners who probably 
exchanged techniques, observations, seeds and cuttings50, and was able to take 
advantage of a heady mix of mystical, practical and experimental interest in 
plants. Then, as now, visitors expected to find exotic plants in a botanic garden, 
and the Bobarts developed conservatories and stovehouses (precursors to 
glasshouses) in order to cultivate these tender specimens.

three

Planting the Garden

16

11

The multipurpose garden wall marked territory and ownership, defining the 
Garden’s limits and separating Danvers’ gift from the rest of Oxford. The wall’s 
grandiosity emphasised the University's prestige, at the same time protecting the 
enclosed area from unwelcome incursions. Besides physical protection, the wall 
had horticultural value as a windbreak and heat trap, helping tender plants grow 
and choice fruits ripen33.

Garden gates

G

The original gates were built by Charles I’s master mason Nicholas Stone (c.1586–
1647), who also worked on Danby’s Oxfordshire home34. The elaborate North 
(Danby) Gate, opposite Magdalen College, alone cost £500 (c.£62,000 in 2015)35; 
it was completed in 1632. Features on the Gate's north face include the arms 
of Danvers, the University, St. George and the House of Stuart. The niches on 
either side contain statues of Charles I and Charles II. The statues were added in 
1693, and paid for by a fine levied against Oxford antiquarian Anthony à Wood 
(1632–1695) for libelling the University's Chancellor, Edward Hyde (1609–1674), 
First Earl of Clarendon36. Above the main entrance is a bust of Henry Danvers. 
The gate's inscription, ‘Gloriae Dei Opt. Max. Honori Caroli Regis In Usum Acad. 
et Reipub. Henricus Comes Danby D.D. MDCXXXII’, emphasises the glory of 
God and Charles I, the utility of the Garden for the University and Britain and 
immortalises the name of Henry Danvers. The Danby Gate was originally closed 
by a huge, wooden, two-leaved panelled door37. Today, a pair of iron gates, made 
from railings that surrounded St. Frideswide’s tomb in Christ Church cathedral, 
serves this purpose38. 

The East Gate, towards the river, and West Gate, towards the city centre, 
are similar in design. Originally, both gates were closed by two-leaved panelled 
doors; a feature seen only on the West Gate today.

Three gates proved too few, so walls were knocked through and corners 
knocked out as the Garden tried to break the confines of its birth. Soon after 
the original gates were finished, a small gate was driven through the centre of 
the South Wall, which, by the 1730s, had become the opening seen today, except 
barred by an iron gate39. Another gate was added to the east end of the South 
Wall; probably in the eighteenth century. Two small gates were added to the 

10

piece of land approximately 103 m by 116 m28. The walls, 'well fair and sufficient 
as All Soules Colledge Walls, Magdalen Colledge Tower29', were completed in 
1633, and made from local limestone, optimistically described as 'fit for all uses30' 
and extracted from quarries at Headington. When excavating the foundations 
for the wall and gates 'the bones of men, women and children were digged up31'; 
evidence of the land's former use. The walls were evidently completed from both 
ends; there is a poorly disguised join at the west end of the South Wall. Today, 
the Garden's walls and original gates are Grade I-listed buildings32.

hortus botanicus, the physic garden, engraving, 1750
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Throughout the ages, every culture has created myths and legends 
which recount the great deeds of its heroes and their epic struggles 
with larger-than-life forces. Designer Bookbinders 3rd International 
Competition, held at the Bodleian Library in 2017, brings to life 
this theme through the inventive structures and creative designs 
of bookbinders worldwide. This beautifully designed catalogue is 
not only a celebration of the winning entries, but also a lavishly 
illustrated record of all the entrants from a broad range of countries. 
Following on from Bound for Success in 2009, and Prize Volumes 
in 2013, Heroic Works is the third volume in the Bodleian Library’s 
series of publications which have documented these prestigious 
competitions.

In this book, great classics of world literature, alongside modern 
texts, are given a new look through the consummate skills, 
seductive materials, and boundless inventiveness of the craft 
of bookbinding which is thriving in the world today. 

JEANETTE KOCH is an active member 
of Designer Bookbinders and currently 
serves on the Designer Bookbinders 
Executive Committee, as well as on the 
Editorial Board of The New Bookbinder. 
Her work is held in private collections 
in the United Kingdom, Germany, 
USA and in the Alec Taylor Collection 
housed at the British Library.

96 pp, 267 x 194 mm 
184 colour illus 
9781851242498 
HB £30.00 
July 2017

Heroic Works
Catalogue for Designer 
Bookbinders International 
Competition 2017

Edited by Jeanette Koch

Bound for Success
Edited Jeanette Koch
9781851243525 
HB £30.00

Prize Volumes
Edited Jeanette Koch
9781851242580 
HB £30.00

ALSO AVAILABLE

EXHIBITION 
Bodleian Library, Oxford 
Heroic Works 
Jul – Aug 2017
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For centuries, volcanic eruptions have captured our imaginations. 
Whether as signposts to an underworld, beacons to ancient mari-
ners, or as an extraordinary manifestation of the natural world, 
volcanoes have intrigued many people, who have left records of 
their encounters in letters, reports and diaries and through sketches 
and illustrations. This book tells the stories of volcanic eruptions 
around the world, using original illustrations and first-hand 
accounts to explore how our understanding of volcanoes has 
evolved through time. 

Written accounts include Pliny’s description of the 79 ce 
eruption of Vesuvius, stories recounted by seventeenth-century 
sea-farers, and reports of expeditions made by eighteenth- and 
nineteenth-century natural historians, including Alexander von 
Humboldt and Charles Darwin. 

Illustrations range from fragments of scrolls, buried in the great 
eruption of Vesuvius that destroyed Pompeii, to Athanasius Kirch-
er’s extraordinarily detailed sketches, made in the seventeenth 
century, to the spectacular London sunsets caused by Krakatoa’s 
eruption in 1883. They also include the first photograph of a 
volcanic eruption and twenty-first-century imaging of Santorini.

These varied and compelling accounts enrich our perspective on 
current studies of volcanoes and challenge us to think about how 
we might use our contemporary understanding of volcanology to 
prepare for the next big eruption.

Volcanoes
Encounters through the 
Ages 

David M. Pyle

DAVID M. PYLE is a volcanologist and 
Professor of Earth Sciences at the 
University of Oxford.

224 pp, 224 x 224 mm 
83 colour illus 
9781851244591 
PB with flaps £20.00 
February 2017

EXHIBITION 
Bodleian Library, Oxford 
Volcanoes 
10 Feb – 21 May 2017

Oceanic ridges and continental rifts

The oceanic ridges are actually the longest continuous volcanic mountain-belt system on Earth, 

stretching for over 40,000 kilometres. Most of the time, volcanism along these ridges goes 

unnoticed, at it is in the depths of the oceans, but in Iceland, and in a region of north-east Africa 

called the Afar, some of this ridge system rises above sea level. 

The oceanic ridges were first discovered during the laying of the transatlantic telegraph cables 

in the 1870s, but their importance was only recognized many years later, when scientists looked 

at the pattern of magnetization in these sea-floor rocks. On a planet with a magnetic field, the 

pattern of this field can be frozen into the lavas as they erupt and cool. On geological timescales 

of millions of years, the magnetic field changes in strength, and the ‘North’ direction wobbles 

around and may flip orientation completely. By measuring the very small sea-floor magnetic 

signatures using new naval technology, scientists were able to map the striped ‘bar-code’ 

signature of the changing magnetic field through time. In a remarkable discovery in 1963, Fred 

Vine and Drummond Matthews spotted that this bar-code pattern was symmetrical across the 

ocean ridges. This magnetic chart recorder requires that most of these sea-floor lavas are erupted 

in a narrow region at the oceanic ridge, which marks the point of separation between two 

tectonic plates. These observations led to the now well-established theory that tectonic plates 

form at oceanic ridges, where magmas from the mantle below rise and freeze to form the trailing 

edges of the separating plates.

Although these processes are well understood for the sea floor, we still don’t have a very good 

idea of what happens when a continental plate begins to split apart. Imagine pulling at the two 

ends of a chocolate bar such as a Mars bar. When you start to pull, fractures will form in the brittle 

chocolate coating. But when does the stretching become concentrated into one big fracture, and 

where does that fracture form? 

To work out how continents break up, geologists have focused their attention on the one 

place on Earth where this is thought to be happening in the present day: the remote desert 

region of north-east Africa in the Afar region of Ethiopia and Eritrea. For the past 30 million 

years this part of the African continent has been stretching, very slowly. The region where the 

Ethiopian Rift Valley approaches the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden now forms what is called a 

‘triple junction’, the join where three separate tectonic plates are all moving apart from each 

other. The join between the Nubian Plate that lies beneath North Africa and the Somalian plate 

that forms the north-eastern corner of Africa is marked by the main Rift Valley. The Arabian Plate 

Figure 5 Lava flows 
pouring from the new 
island of Surtsey, on the 
mid-Atlantic ridge, south of 
Iceland. Photo © Sólarfilma, 
Iceland.

umans have lived with and around volcanoes for millions of years. More 
than 2 million years ago, early humans in the great Rift Valley of Ethiopia 
were using volcanic rocks – lumps of glassy obsidian and dense, strong and 

finely crystalline basalt – to make tools for chopping and cutting. Perhaps as long ago 
as 36,000 years, our prehistoric ancestors were decorating their caves with fountains of 
red droplets to mark the eruption of a nearby volcanic cone. Certainly by about 9,000 
years ago, residents of the Neolithic town of Çatalhöyük in Turkey had fashioned a 
mural of their neighbourhood in one of the houses, which included an image thought 
to represent the young volcano of Hasan Daği, which lies just a few kilometres away. 
Across the world, volcanic materials, ancient and modern, are used in construction and 
painting, and myths, legends and stories as deep as time tell and retell oral histories of 
great eruptions of the past and of volcanic disasters and their human consequences. 
Some of these stories have made it on to paper; others are yet to be recorded.  

The oldest writings known that record volcanic activity of the past come from the 
Mediterranean, and the Greek philosophers, who knew of the volcanoes of southern 
Italy and the Tyrrhenian and Aegean seas. By the sixth century bce, Heraclitus, 
Pythagoras and Anaxagoras had all helped to develop ideas of a central fire within 
Earth which caused winds, earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. Empedocles, who lived 
near Mount Etna, sought to explain the properties of known materials by mixing fire, 
earth, air and water in different amounts. He supposed that the interior of the Earth was 
molten, and that lava formed when this molten material rose to the surface. According 
to legend ‘Great Empedocles, that ardent soul, leapt into Etna, and was roasted whole’.2 
In the fourth century bce, Aristotle refined ideas about the nature of volcanic activity, 
developing ideas about the way that fires within the Earth would act on trapped 

Figure 10 Explosive eruption 
of Vesuvius viewed from 
Naples, October 1822 by 
George Poulett Scrope. The 
volcanic ash plume forms the 
shape that Pliny describes as 
typical of a pine tree. Note 
the lightning and showers of 
ash falling from the plume. 
From Scrope’s Considerations 
on Volcanoes, 1825. Oxford, 
Bodleian Library, (OC) 188 
e.28, frontispiece.
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One windy day a little boy happens upon a large black hat, lying in 
the street. When he tries it on, he becomes a whole host of different 
characters he’s always wanted to be: a soldier marching through 
the puddles, a cowboy galloping on his steed, a bandit fleeing in 
the night, or a ringleader at a circus. But when the owner comes to 
claim his hat, the little boy finds the March Wind before him. Is this 
part of his imagination too?

Vladimir Bobri’s timeless illustrations bring to life a magical 
childhood world in a captivating story about make-believe and the 
transformative power of the elements.

INEZ RICE was an American children’s 
author who also wrote A Tree This Tall. 

VLADIMIR BOBRI was an author, 
illustrator and artist, celebrated for his 
design work. From the 1940s he began 
to illustrate children’s books, a number 
of which have now become classics. . 

32 pp, 247 x 200 mm 
Fully illus 
9781851244614 
HB £12.99 
March 2017 
Bodleian Children’s Books

The March Wind
Inez Rice
Illustrated by Vladimir Bobri
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Who has fallen into the rain puddle? Is it plump hen, turkey gobbler, 
curly sheep or beautiful fat pig? When all the animals peer into the 
puddle at the same time, they see the entire farmyard underwater. 
Off they run to get help. Meanwhile, the hot sun shines down and 
wise owl chuckles to himself.

This charming tale – ideal for reading out loud – captures perfectly 
the wonder of discovering the outside world for the first time.

ADELAIDE HOLL is a well-known writer 
and illustrator of over forty children’s 
books. She has served as a writer and 
educational consultant for the Artists 
and Writers Press in New York as well as 
editor for Random House. 

ROGER DUVOISIN was a renowned 
Swiss-born American author-illustrator 
who created the Happy Lion and 
Petunia series of picture books, along 
with more than forty other titles 
for children. He was awarded the 
Caldecott Medal in 1947. 

36 pp, 189 x 248 mm 
Fully illus 
9781851244690 
HB £12.99 
March 2017 
Bodleian Children’s Books

The Rain Puddle
Adelaide Holl
Illustrated by Roger Duvoisin
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The Original Rules of Golf
Introduction by Dale Concannon

64 pp, 148 x 100 mm
27 b&w illus
9781851243426
HB £5.99

The Original Rules of Tennis
Introduction by John Barrett

64 pp, 148 x 100 mm
32 b&w illus
9781851243181
HB £5.99
Not for sale in Australia

The Original Laws of Cricket
Introduction by Michael Rundell

64 pp, 148 x 100 mm
29 b&w illus
9781851243129
HB £5.99

The Original Rules of Rugby
Introduction by Jed Smith

96 pp, 148 x 100 mm
29 b&w illus
9781851243716
HB £5.99
Not for sale in Australia

The Rules of Association 
Football, 1863
Introduction by Melvyn Bragg

72 pp, 148 x 100 mm
5 b&w illus
9781851243754
HB £5.99

German Invasion Plans for 
the British Isles, 1940
96 pp, 170 x 110 mm
43 b&w illus & maps
9781851243563
HB £5.99

Instructions for American 
Servicemen in Britain, 1942
48 pp, 155 x 100 mm
9781851240852 
HB £4.99

Instructions for American 
Servicemen in Australia, 1942
72 pp, 155 x 100 mm
20 b&w illus
9781851243952
HB £4.99
Not for sale in Australia
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How to be a Good Wife
96 pp, 115 x 88 mm
Line drawings
9781851243815
HB £4.99

How to be a Good Husband
96 pp, 115 x 88 mm
Line drawings
9781851243761
HB £4.99

How to be a Good Parent
96 pp, 115 x 88 mm
Line drawings
9781851244386
HB £4.99

How to be a Good 
Mother-in-Law
96 pp, 115 x 88 mm
Line drawings
9781851240821
HB £4.99

How to be a Good Lover
96 pp, 115 x 88 mm
Line drawings
9781851242801
HB £4.99

How to be a Good Motorist
96 pp, 115 x 88 mm
Line drawings
9781851240807
HB £4.99

 

Instructions for British 
Servicemen in France, 1944
72 pp, 155 x 100 mm
9781851243358
HB £4.99

Instructions for British 
Servicemen in Germany, 1944
80 pp, 155 x 100 mm
9781851243518
HB £4.99
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What is Red?
Suzanne Gottlieb, Illustrated Vladimir 

Bobri
9781851244584 illus HB £12.99

Sleepy Book
Charlotte Zolotow, Illustrated Vladimir 

Bobri
9781851244577 illus HB £12.99 

Veronica 
Roger Duvoisin

9781851242450 illus HB £11.99

Penguin’s Way
Johanna Johnston, Illustrated Leonard 

Weisgard
9781851244270 illus HB £10.99

Whale’s Way
Johanna Johnston, Illustrated Leonard 

Weisgard
9781851244287 illus HB £10.99

Edward Lear’s Nonsense Birds
Edward Lear

9781851242610 illus HB £15.00

Father Christmas’ ABC
A Facsimile

9781851243259 illus HB £5.99

Children’s & 
Stationery

The Chapter of Kings
A Facsimile
Mr Collins

9781851243204 illus HB £4.99

26 Postcards from the 
Collections

A Bodleian Library A to Z
9781851244041 illus PB £9.99 

An Illuminated Alphabet
26 Postcards

9781851244133 illus PB £9.99

Gift & 
Humour

Chicago in Quotations
Compiled Stuart Shea

9781851244119 HB £5.99
 
 

London in Quotations
Compiled Jaqueline Mitchell

9781851244010 HB £5.99
  

New York in Quotations
Compiled Jaqueline Mitchell

9781851244201 HB £5.99

Oxford in Quotations
Compiled Violet Moller

9781851244003 HB £5.99
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A Conspiracy of Ravens
A Compendium of Collective 
Nouns for Birds
Compiled by Samuel Fanous, 

Foreword by Bill Oddie

With illustrations by Thomas Bewick

144 pp, 170 x 110 mm 
126 b&w illus 
9781851244096 
HB £9.99

A Barrel of Monkeys
A Compendium of Collective 
Nouns for Animals
Compiled by Samuel Fanous, 

Foreword by Susie Dent

With illustrations by Thomas Bewick

128 pp, 170 x 110 mm 
118 b&w illus 
9781851244454 
HB £9.99

A Shakespearean Botanical
Margaret Willes

208 pp, 184 x 118 mm
63 colour illus
9781851244379
HB £12.99

The Book Lovers’ Anthology
A Compendium of Writing 
about Books, Readers and 
Libraries
352 pp, 216 x 138 mm
9781851242481
PB £9.99

9781851244188
HB £20.00

Tea, Coffee & Chocolate
How we Fell in Love with 
Caffeine
Melanie King

176 pp, 170 x 110 mm
18 b&w illus
9781851244065
HB £9.99

What Have Plants Ever Done 
for Us?
Western Civilization in Fifty 
Plants
Stephen Harris

282 pp, 216 x 138 mm
63 b&w illus
9781851244478
HB £14.99

Are You Really a Genius?
Timeless Tests for the 
Irritatingly Intelligent
Robert A. Streeter & Robert G. Hoehn

128 pp, 170 x 110 mm
9781851244232
HB £9.99

Bodleian Library Souvenir 
Guide
Geoffrey Tyack

56 pp, 220 x 220 mm
40 colour illus
9781851242740
PB £4.99
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Women & Hats
Vintage People on Photo Postcards

Tom Phillips
9781851243624 illus HB £15.00

Oxford in Prints
1675-1900

Peter Whitfield
9781851242467 illus HB £25.00

Bodleianalia
Curious Facts about Britain’s Oldest 

University Library
Claire Cock-Starkey & Violet Moller

9781851242528 HB £12.99

New Bodleian – making the 
Weston Library

Edited Bodleian Library
9781851243747 illus PB/fl £30.00

Bodleian Library Treasures
David Vaisey

9781851244089 illus PB/fl £20.00

Wonderful Things from 400 
Years of Collecting

The Bodleian Library 1602–2002
9781851240777 illus PB/fl £29.99

A Brief History of the Bodleian 
Library

Mary Clapinson
9781851242733 illus PB £12.99

Oxford

Key: HB Hardback    PB/fl Paperback with flaps   sc slipcase 

Heath Robinson’s Great War
The Satirical Cartoons

W. Heath Robinson, Introduction 
Geoffrey Beare

9781851244249 illus HB £14.99

Ye Berlyn Tapestrie
John Hassall’s Satirical First 

World War Panorama
John Hassall

9781851244164 illus HB fold-out 
£9.99

112 Gripes about the French
Paris, 1945

9781851240395 illus HB £5.99

Bicycles
Vintage People on Photo Postcards

Tom Phillips
9781851243686 illus HB £15.00

Fantasy Travel
Vintage People on Photo Postcards

Tom Phillips
9781851243839 illus HB £15.00

Menswear
Vintage People on Photo Postcards

Tom Phillips
9781851243785 illus HB £15.00

Readers
Vintage People on Photo Postcards

Tom Phillips
9781851243594 illus HB £15.00

Weddings
Vintage People on Photo Postcards

Tom Phillips
9781851243693 illus HB £15.00
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Paris in Quotations
Compiled Jaqueline Mitchell

9781851244102 HB £5.99

Epitaphs
A Dying Art

Edited Samuel Fanous
9781851244515 HB £9.99

Famous Last Words
An Anthology

Edited Claire Cock-Starkey
9781851242511 HB £9.99

How to Live Like a Lord 
without Really Trying

Shepherd Mead
9781851242795 illus HB £12.99

Can Onions Cure Ear-ache?
Medical Advice from 1769

William Buchan, Edited Melanie King
9781851243822 illus HB £14.99

How to Dine in Style
The Art of Entertaining, 1920

J. Rey
9781851240869 illus HB £12.99

The Art of Good Manners
9781851243983 HB £7.99

The Art of Letter Writing
9781851243976 HB £7.99

Superstitions
Omens, Charms, Cures 1787

Francis Grose, Introduction John 
Simpson

9781851242863 illus HB £4.99

How to Woo, When, 
and to Whom

9781851243457 HB £4.99

Heath Robinson: How to Make 
a Garden Grow

W. Heath Robinson & K.R.G. Browne
9781851244553 illus HB £9.99

Not for sale in North America 

Heath Robinson: How to Live 
in a Flat

W. Heath Robinson & K.R.G. Browne
9781851244355 illus HB £9.99

Heath Robinson: How to be a 
Motorist

W. Heath Robinson & K.R.G. Browne
9781851244348 illus HB £9.99

Heath Robinson’s Golf
Classic Cartoons and Ingenious 

Contraptions
W. Heath Robinson, Introduction 

Bernard Darwin
9781851244331 illus HB £10.99

Heath Robinson’s Home Front
How to Make Do and Mend in Style

W. Heath Robinson & Cecil Hunt
9781851244447 illus HB £9.99 

Heath Robinson’s Second 
World War

The Satirical Cartoons
W. Heath Robinson, Introduction 

Geoffrey Beare
9781851244430 illus HB £14.99
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Pick of the Bunch
The Story of Twelve Treasured Flowers

Margaret Willes
9781851243037 illus HB £19.99 

The Tradescants’ Orchard
The Mystery of a Seventeenth- 

Century Painted Fruit Book
Barrie Juniper & Hanneke Grootenboer
9781851242771 illus HB £30.00

Planting Paradise
Cultivating the Garden 1501–1900

Stephen Harris
9781851243433 illus HB £29.99

Ralph Ayres’ Cookery Book
Jane Jakeman, Introduction 

David Vaisey
9781851240753 illus HB £14.99

The First English Dictionary 
1604

Robert Cawdrey, Introduction John Simpson
9781851243884 PB £8.99

 

The First English Dictionary 
of Slang 1699

B.E. Gent, Introduction John Simpson
9781851243488 HB £12.99
9781851243877 PB £8.99

The Victorian Dictionary 
of Slang & Phrase

J. Redding Ware, Introduction John 
Simpson

9781851242627 HB £25.00
9781851244485 PB £9.99

If England Were Invaded
William Le Queux, Introduction Mike 

Webb
9781851244027 PB £8.99

William Morris’s Odes of Horace
A Facsimile

William Morris, Introduction 
Clive Wilmer

9781851244492 2 vols HB/sc 
£195.00

The Hours of Marie de Medici
A Facsimile

Introduction Eberhard König
Distributed in North America by ISD

9781851244072 illus HB/sc 
£150.00

The Bay Psalm Book 
A Facsimile

Introduction Diarmaid MacCulloch
9781851244140 illus HB £25.00

The Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám
Illustrated Collector’s Edition
Translated Edward Fitzgerald, 

Illustrated René Bull
9781851244171 illus HB £30.00

Qur’āns
Books of Divine Encounter

Keith E. Small
9781851242566 illus PB/fl £14.99

Bibles
An Illustrated History from Papyrus 

to Print
Christopher de Hamel

9781851242986 illus PB/fl £10.99

Sarah Angelina Acland
First Lady of Colour Photography

Giles Hudson
9781851243723 illus HB £45.00

The Curious World of Dickens
Clive Hurst & Violet Moller

9781851243846 illus HB £15.99
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Queen Elizabeth’s Book 
of Oxford

Edited & Introduction Louise Durning, 
Translated Sarah Knight

9781851243150 illus HB £14.99 

The College Graces of Oxford 
and Cambridge

Compiled Reginald H. Adams
9781851240838 PB £9.99

Latin Inscriptions in Oxford
Compiled & Translations Reginald H. 

Adams
9781851244300 PB £9.99

Great Medical Discoveries
An Oxford Story
Conrad Keating

9781851240036 illus PB £8.99

Dr Radcliffe’s Library
The Story of the Radcliffe Camera 

in Oxford
Stephen Hebron

9781851244294 illus HB £12.99

The Radcliffe Camera
Stanley Gillam

9781851240265 illus PB £5.95

Art of the Islands
Celtic, Pictish, Anglo-Saxon and 

Viking Visual Culture, c. 450–1050
Michelle P. Brown

9781851244461 illus PB/fl £25.00

Type is Beautiful
The Story of Fifty Remarkable Fonts

Simon Loxley
9781851244317 illus HB £20.00

Travel: A Literary History
Peter Whitfield

9781851243389 illus HB £19.99

Writing the Thames
Christina Hardyment

9781851244508 illus HB £25.00
 

The Food Lovers’ Anthology
A Literary Compendium

9781851244218 illus HB £20.00 

Shakespeare’s Dead 
Simon Palfrey & Emma Smith

9781851242474 illus PB/fl £19.99

Portraits of Shakespeare 
Katherine Duncan-Jones

9781851244058 illus PB/fl £14.99 

The Making of Shakespeare’s 
First Folio
Emma Smith

9781851244423 illus HB £20.00

Mapping Shakespeare’s World
Peter Whitfield

9781851242573 illus PB/fl £25.00
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History

The Gough Map
The Earliest Road Map of Great 

Britain?
Nick Millea

9781851240227 illus HB £25.00

 St Margaret’s Gospel-book
The Favourite Book of an 

Eleventh-Century Queen of Scots
Rebecca Rushworth

9781851243709 illus HB £25.00

The Douce Apocalypse
Picturing the End of the World in the 

Middle Ages
Nigel Morgan

9781851243600 illus HB £25.00

The Romance of the 
Middle Ages

Nicholas Perkins & Alison Wiggins
9781851242955 illus PB/fl 

£19.99

A Digital Facsimile of Oxford, 
Bodleian Library, MS. Junius 11
Edited Bernard J. Muir, Software Nick 

Kennedy
9781851243303 DVD-Rom 

£199.00 + VAT

A Facsimile Edition of Terence’s 
Comedies

Edited Bernard J. Muir & Andrew J. 
Turner, Software Nick Kennedy
9781851243280 DVD-Rom 

£199.00 + VAT

A Facsimile Edition of the 
Vernon Manuscript

Edited Wendy Scase, Software Nick 
Kennedy

9781851243334 DVD-Rom 
£199.00 + VAT

Treasures from the Map Room
A Journey through the Bodleian 

Collections
Edited Debbie Hall

9781851242504 illus HB £35.00 

Magna Carta 
Origins and Legacy

Nicholas Vincent
9781851243631 illus PB/fl £25.00

Pocket Magna Carta
1217 Text and Translation

9781851244522 HB £5.99

The Itineraries of William Wey
Translated & Edited Francis Davey

9781851243044 illus HB £27.99
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A Dance through Time
Images of Western Social Dancing from 

the Middle Ages to Modern Times
Jeremy Barlow

9781851242993 illus PB/fl £16.99

The Cat & the Fiddle
Images of Musical Humour from the 

Middle Ages to Modern Times
Jeremy Barlow

9781851243006 illus PB/fl £9.99

De uiris illustribus / 
On Famous Men

John Leland, Edited & Translated James 
P. Carley assisted by Caroline Brett 

Published in North America by PIMS
9781851243679 illus HB £120.00 

Poems on Contemporary 
Events

John Gower, Edited David R. Carlson, 
Verse translation A.G. Rigg 

Published in North America by PIMS
9781851242900 HB £110.00
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 Korean Treasures
Rare Books, Manuscripts and 

Artefacts in the Bodleian Libraries 
and Museums of Oxford University

Minh Chung
9781851242870 illus HB £35.00

Illuminating the Life of Buddha
An Illustrated Chanting Book from 

Eighteenth-Century Siam
Naomi Appleton, Sarah Shaw & 

Toshiya Unebe
9781851242832 illus HB £35.00

Portraits of the Sixteenth 
and Early Seventeenth 

Centuries
9780900177330 illus PB £1.00

Anglo-Saxon Illumination 
in Oxford Libraries

9780900177064 illus PB £2.00 

Talking about Detective 
Fiction

P.D. James
9781851243099 illus HB £12.99

Not for sale in North America

Codex Bodley
A Painted Chronicle from the Mixtec 

Highlands, Mexico
Maarten Jansen & Gabina Aurora Pérez 

Jiménez
9781851240951 illus HB £19.99

Love and Devotion
From Persia and Beyond

Edited Susan Scollay
9781851242788 illus HB £40.00

Paintings from Mughal India
Andrew Topsfield

9781851240876 illus PB/fl £14.99

Scholars, Poets and Radicals
Discovering Forgotten Lives in the 

Blackwell Collections
Rita Ricketts

9781851244256 illus HB £30.00

Wilfred Owen
An Illustrated Life

Jane Potter
9781851243945 illus HB £14.99

An Exile on Planet Earth
Articles and Reflections

Brian Aldiss
9781851243730 HB £19.99 

Roy Strong
Self-Portrait as a Young Man

Roy Strong
9781851242825 illus HB £25.00

Shelley’s Ghost
Reshaping the Image of a 

Literary Family
Stephen Hebron & Elizabeth C. 

Denlinger
9781851243396 illus PB/fl £19.99

The Original Frankenstein
Mary Shelley (with Percy Shelley), 

Edited Charles E. Robinson
9781851243969 HB £14.99

Not for sale in North America

The Marriage of Heaven 
and Hell

William Blake, Introduction & 
Commentary Michael Phillips

9781851243419 illus HB £50.00
9781851243662 illus PB £14.99

John Fuller and the Sycamore 
Press

A Bibliographic History
Compiled & Edited Ryan Roberts

9781851243235 illus HB £29.99
Not for sale in North America
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The Huns Have Got my 
Gramophone!

Advertisements from the Great War
Amanda-Jane Doran & Andrew 

McCarthy
9781851243990 illus HB £8.99

Secrets in a Dead Fish
The Spying Game in the 

First World War
Melanie King

9781851242603 illus HB £8.99

From Downing Street to 
the Trenches 

First-hand Accounts from the 
Great War, 1914–1916

Mike Webb
9781851243938 illus HB £19.99 

Postcards from the Trenches
Images from the First World War

Introduction Andrew Roberts
9781851243914 illus HB £8.99 

Postcards of Lost Royals
Introduction Andrew Roberts

9781851243327 illus HB £8.99

A Pocket Guide to 
Vietnam, 1962

9781851242856 illus HB £5.99

Dole Queues and Demons
British Election Posters from the 

Conservative Party Archive
Stuart Ball

9781851243532 illus PB/fl £19.99

Key: HB Hardback    PB/fl Paperback with flaps   sc slipcase 

Postcards from the Russian 
Revolution

Introduction Andrew Roberts
9781851243860 illus HB £8.99

Postcards from Checkpoint 
Charlie

Images of the Berlin Wall
Introduction Andrew Roberts

9781851243228 illus HB £8.99

Postcards from Utopia
The Art of Political Propaganda

Introduction Andrew Roberts
9781851243372 illus HB £8.99 

Postcards of Political Icons
Leaders of the Twentieth Century

Introduction Andrew Roberts
9781851243273 illus HB £8.99
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The Slave Trade Debate
Contemporary Writings For and 

Against
Introduction John Pinfold

9781851243167 illus PB £12.99

Illustrating Empire
A Visual History of British Imperialism

Ashley Jackson & David Tomkins
9781851243341 illus PB/fl £19.99 

Titanic Calling
Wireless Communication during the 

Great Disaster
Edited Michael Hughes & Katherine 

Bosworth 
9781851243778 illus HB £14.99

A Month at the Front
The Diary of an Unknown Soldier

9781851244225 illus HB £7.99

Anglicanus ortus
A Verse Herbal of the Twelfth Century
Henry of Huntingdon, Edited & Trans-

lated Winston Black 
Published in North America by PIMS

9781851242849 HB £135.00 

The Booke of Ovyde Named 
Methamorphose

William Caxton, Edited Richard J. Moll 
Published in North America by PIMS

9781851242535 HB £160.00

Peter of Cornwall’s Book 
of Revelations 

Peter of Cornwall, Robert Easting & 
Richard Sharpe 

Published in North America by PIMS
9781851242542 illus HB £160.00

Historiae Britannicae Defensio 
/ A Defence of the British 

History
John Prise, Edited & Translated 

Ceri Davies 
Published in North America by PIMS

9781851244362 HB £110.00 

Manifold Greatness
The Making of the King James Bible

Edited Helen Moore & Julian Reid
9781851243495 illus PB/fl £19.99

Peter Mundy, Merchant 
Adventurer

Edited R.E. Pritchard
9781851243549 illus HB £29.99

The Life of Anthony Wood in 
his own Words

Edited Nicolas K. Kiessling
9781851243082 illus HB £35.00 

John Aubrey and the 
Advancement of Learning

William Poole
9781851243198 illus PB/fl £25.00 

 Staging History
1780-1840

Edited Michael Burden, Wendy Heller, 
Jonathan Hicks & Ellen Lockhart

9781851244560 illus PB/fl £25.00

Cultural Revolution in Berlin
Jews in the Age of Enlightenment

Shmuel Feiner & Natalie 
Naimark-Goldberg

9781851242917 illus PB/fl £19.99 

An Englishwoman in California
The Letters of Catherine Hubback 

1871–76
Edited Zoë Klippert

9781851243440 illus HB £25.00

The Memoirs of Captain Hugh 
Crow

The Life and Times of a Slave Trade 
Captain

Introduction John Pinfold
9781851243211 illus HB £15.99
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African Medical History
Compiled Alistair G. Tough
9781851240517 PB £5.00

Catalogue of Ethiopian 
Manuscripts in the Bodleian 
Library, Volume 2
E. Ullendorff
9780900177200 HB £5.00

A Catalogue of Greek 
Manuscripts Acquired by the 
Bodleian Library since 1916
Excluding those from Holkham Hall
Barbara Crostini Lappin
9781851240715 PB £20.00

A Catalogue of the Old 
Chinese Books in the Bodleian 
Library
Volume 1 The Backhouse Collection
9780900177897 PB £10.00

A Catalogue of the Old 
Chinese Books in the Bodleian 
Library
Volume 2 Alexander Wylie’s Books
9781851240005 PB £12.00

Illuminated Manuscripts in 
the Bodleian Library, Oxford
Volume 1: German, Dutch, Flemish, 
French and Spanish Schools
Otto Pächt & J.J.G. Alexander
9780198171515 HB £30.00
 
Index of Persons in 
Oxfordshire Deeds Acquired 
by the Bodleian Library, 
1878–1963 
(Oxfordshire Record Society Publica-
tions Volume 44)
W.O. Hassall
9781851240906 HB £5.00
 

Latin Liturgical Psalters in the 
Bodleian Library
A Select Catalogue
Elizabeth Solopova
9781851242979 illus HB £150.00

A List of Ordnance Survey 
Catalogues, Publications 
Reports and Other 
Publications
Maplist No. 2
Compiled Nigel N. James
9781851240319 PB £2.50

Medieval Manuscripts 
from the Collection of T.R. 
Buchanan in the Bodleian 
Library, Oxford
Peter Kidd
9781851240593 illus HB £20.00 

Medieval Manuscripts from 
Würzburg in the Bodleian 
Library
A Descriptive Catalogue
Daniela Mairhofer
9781851244195 illus HB £200.00 

Papers of Dame Margery 
Perham, 1895–1982, in 
Rhodes House Library, Oxford
Compiled Patricia Pugh
9781851240173 PB £20.00

Polonica from the Bodleian’s 
pre-1920 Catalogue
9781851240296 PB £20.00

Russian Books from the 
Bodleian’s pre-1920 Catalogue
9781851240197 PB £20.00

Select Index of Manuscript 
Collections in Oxford Libraries 
Outside the Bodleian
Compiled Paul Morgan
9781851240241 PB £5.00

The Bodleian Library Record publishes 
notes and news, acquisitions articles and 
shorter pieces which are based on research 
in the Bodleian’s collections and those of 
other Oxford libraries.

SUBSCRIPTIONS: Friends of the 
Bodleian subscribing at least £50 per 
annum individually and life members 
receive a subscription free of charge. For 
non-members, annual subscription rates 
are as follows: 
Institutional: £50/US$120/€60. 
Personal: £40/US$100/€40.

BACK ISSUES: From Volume 7, No 1, 
priced per issue as follows: Institutional: 
£27/US$65/€33. Personal: £22/US$55/€22

Please note: US$ rate applies to the USA 
and the rest of the world, except the UK (£) 
and Europe (€).

For subscriptions and back issues, 
contact Turpin Distribution custserv@
turpin-distribution.com or phone 
+44 (0) 1767 604968.

232 x 152 mm 
ISSN: 0067-9488 
Issued twice a year

Library 
Catalogues
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Exhibition 
Catalogues

Napoleon and the Invasion of 
Britain

Alexandra Franklin & Mark Philp
9781851240814 illus PB/fl £15.00

Street Mapping
An A to Z of Urban Cartography

Nick Millea
9781851243655 illus PB £12.95

Mozart
Compiled Albi Rosenthal & Peter Ward 

Jones
9781851240234 illus PB £6.50

Armenia 
Masterpieces from an Enduring Culture

Theo Maarten van Lint & Robin Meyer
9781851244393 illus HB £60.00

9781851244409 illus PB/fl £35.00

Marks of Genius
Masterpieces from the Collections of 

the Bodleian Libraries
Stephen Hebron

9781851242665 illus HB £40.00
9781851244034 illus PB/fl £25.00  

Marks of Genius Collector’s 
Edition

Stephen Hebron
9781851244416 illus HB/sc 

£200.00
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Bodleianalia 41
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The Booke of Ovyde Named Methamorphose 46
Bound for Success 31
A Brief History of the Bodleian Library 41

C
Can Onions Cure Ear-ache? 40
The Cat & the Fiddle 45
Catalogue of Ethiopian Manuscripts 49
Catalogue of Greek Manuscripts 49
Catalogue of Old Chinese Books: Vol. 1 49
Catalogue of Old Chinese Books: Vol. 2 49
The Chapter of Kings 39
Chicago in Quotations 39
Codex Bodley 44
The College Graces of Oxford and 

Cambridge 42
A Conspiracy of Ravens 38
Cultural Revolution in Berlin 46
The Curious World of Dickens 43

D
A Dance through Time 45
De uiris illustribus / On Famous Men 45
Designing English        2
Dole Queues and Demons 47
The Douce Apocalypse 45
Dr Radcliffe’s Library 42

E
Edward Lear’s Nonsense Birds 39
An Englishwoman in California 46
Epitaphs 40
An Exile on Planet Earth 44

F
A Facsimile Edition of Terence’s Comedies 45
A Facsimile Edition of the Vernon 

Manuscript 45
A Facsimile of Oxford, Bodleian Library, 

MS. Junius 11 45
Famous Last Words 40
Fantasy Travel 41
Father Christmas’ ABC 39
The Food Lovers’ Anthology 42
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From Downing Street to the Trenches 47
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German Invasion Plans for the British Isles, 

1940 37
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Heath Robinson: How to be a Perfect 
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If England Were Invaded 43
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Illuminating the Life of the Buddha 44
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Inst. for American Servicemen in Britain, 
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Inst. for British Servicemen in France, 1944 36
Inst. for British Servicemen in Germany, 

1944 36
The Itineraries of William Wey 45
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Jane Austen: Writer in the World 22 
John Aubrey and the Advancement of 

Learning 46
John Fuller and the Sycamore Press 44
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Korean Treasures 44

L
Latin Inscriptions in Oxford 42
Latin Liturgical Psalters in then Bodleian 
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The Life of Anthony Wood 46
A List of Ordnance Survey (Maplist No. 2) 49
London in Quotations 39
London: Prints & Drawings before 1800  29
Love and Devotion 44
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Magna Carta 45
Making Medieval Manuscripts       4
The Making of Shakespeare’s First Folio 42
Manifold Greatness 46
Mapping Shakespeare’s World 42
The March Wind  33
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